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1. Introduction.

When we have measurements - - apparent values and estimated uncertainties - -
on a number of candidates (treatments, locations, circumstances), two sorts of expres-
sion of uncertainty are frequently useful or needed:

1) confidence limits (CL's), which express the range of uncertainty for the "true
value" for each individual candidate, and

2) partial limits (PL's), which are stated for individual candidates, but which are
combined in pairs to express uncertainty about differences between pairs of candi-
dates.

As we shall see, there are a variety of ways to express the chosen degree of
uncertainty - - the degree chosen to convert flexibly-usable information into specific
limits. Whatever rule may be chosen, the following point can be expected to apply
(at least for small and moderate uncertainties):

Given ranges of "reasonable possibilities" for two specific candidates (with
uncorrelated errors), while it is individually reasonable, say, that the "true value"
for candidate A is close to the upper end of its reasonable range, and that the
"true value" for candidate B is close to the lower end of its reasonable range, it is
not at all equally reasonable that both of these things have happened together. As
a consequence, we get unduly wide ranges for differences if we add up the half-
ranges of uncertainty for the individual candidates.

Prepared in connection with research at Princeton University sponsored by the Army Research
Offi(e (Durham). DAAL03-99.K-0045.

June 11. 1990
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2. The basic double-open-triangle-arrow (dotar).

It is important to the practical solution of this problem that it is the shorter intervals that

are to be combined in pairs - - with special attention to overlap or non-overlap. This calls for

making the ends of the shorter intervals (PL's) more easily comparable with each other. (The

ends of the longer intervals need only to be compared with the scale.)

Exhibit I shows how a double-headed arrow, whose arrowheads are open triangles, can

bv used to display both confidence limits (for individual candidates) and partial limits (to be

combined for comparing pairs of candidates). The horizontal bases of the triangles provide the

firm reference that is needed to compare pairs of individual candidates. The tips of the trian-

gles are specific enough to give a good picture of overall ranges of reasonable values.

exhibit I

about here

Until a better procedure is invented/discovered, this double-triangle-headed-arrows form

of display seems to be the display of choice.

3. Individual or simultaneous limits.

The need for both CL's and PL's is greatest where there are several - - and even many -

- individual candidates. As a consequence, problems of multiplicity have to be faced.

If, for instance, we have 50 candidates, and (for simplicity) the observed values all

deserve the same standard errors, (which has been determined on the basis of many observa-

tions - - many degrees of freedom), and if we set confidence limits 2s above and 2s below the

observed values, the chance that any one - - externally identified - - candidate's "true value"

will fall outside its confidence interval (the range between the confidence limits) is close to

5%. The average number outside will be 50 times 5%, namely 2.5 (= 250%). If we have

many different users, each of whom needs to ask about only one particular candidate, our
attention is almost sure to go to the 5% per individual - - rather than to the "250% per study".

But if users habitually

June 11, 1990
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exhibit I

How to express both CL's (confidence limits) and FL's (partial limits)
with double-headed arrows
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seek out the unusual, we can hardly fail to be seriously concerned about the 250% per

study.

A Bonferroni approach, perhaps one in which we spend 1/50th of 5% - - 0.1% - -

on each of 50 candidates, is the extreme response to such concerns, leaving us with

0.1% per individual and 5% per study. In such a case we would refer to simultaneous

confidence intervals, since we could be confident - - with only 5% diffidence - - that all

the individual "true values" are in the corresponding (simultaneous 5%) CL's.

The situation is more extreme for the comparisons of pairs of candidates. If we

spend 5% on each pair from our 50, the average number of errors amounts to

1225(5%) = 6125% - - or an average of 61.25 misses, 61.25 pairs for which the implied

CL for their difference would not include its "true value". (Because we have asked for

the average number of errors, which is the sum of the probabilities of individual errors

- - without regard to dependence or independence - - statistical dependence between
certain pairs makes no difference.)

Again if each user only wanted to think about a single pair, chosen without

regard to the observed values, maybe "5% individual" would dominate our thinking,

leaving the "6125% similtaneous" not too serious. But has any of us ever seen such a

user - - even one such? I doubt it. When we come to pairwise comparisons, most

users will shop around looking for interesting comparisons. They need much stronger

multiplicity control, and a Bonferroni adjustment, even if it involves 5%/1225 -. 004%

individually - - to get 5% simultaneous, we must do something of this magnitude - -

does not seem out of place.

If we "just love" 5%, then, there are at least three sets of limits we may want to

look at for each of k candidates (* is a multiplication sign):

1) 5% simultaneous PL's (SPL's), which we can find as

± [ 5%/(k(k-1)/2 point of I/'12= 5%Vk(k-1) point of t/2"1s

2) 5% simultaneous CL's (SCL's), which we can find as

:t (the two-sided 5%/k point of t)*s = (the one-sided 2.5%/k

point of t)*s

3) 5% individual CL's (ICL's), which we can find as

±(the two-sided 5% point of t)*s = ± (the one-sided 2.5% point of t)*s

where s is the appropriate standard error. (Details are discussed in an appended sec-

tion.)

We have already dealt with displaying PL's and CL's together - we can and

should use this technique for the simultaneous limits (SPL's and SCL's). The remain-

ing pair of limits (ICL's) can probably be displayed in terms of a thicker (or doubled)

bar in the center of the arrow, as illustrated in exhibit 2. If we really need three sets of

June II, 1990
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limits in a single display, this is the best approach to date, one that can probably be

used without undue misinterpretation.

exhibit 2

about here

4. Bonferroni

The Bonferroni approach to CL's adopted above says that if we wish to constrain

the average total exception rate for k inquiries to 5%, where each failure of a "true

value" to fal in its CL is an exception, it suffices to constrain each CL to an exception

rate of (5/k )%. Thus the simultaneous-5% CL's are at

SCL's = point estimate ± I tvj1(5/k )%]*s,

where s, is an estimate of the variance of the point estimate deserving v degrees of

freedom, and I t[(5/k)%] identifies the two-sided (5/k)% point of t on v degrees of

freedom, which is equal to tV[(2.5/k)%], the one sided (2.5/k)% point of t on v

degrees of freedom. We will refer to the multiplier of ± s,, which is the critical value

of the corresponding statistic, as the coefficient of the chosen limits.

If we ask about all pairs of candidates, we are making k (k- 1)12 inquiries, and

the simultaneous-5% limits for differences are at

observed difference ± I tv [(l1/k(k-l))%]*svq2

where v and [ 1 are as before, and (sv 4 2)2 = 2s is the squared standard error of

each of the k (k-1)/2 differences. The partial limits are half as far as this from the

individual values - - permitting a maximum displacement of (1/2) + (1/2) 1 1 times

the ± required for the differences. Thus, since qf2/2 = 1/ 42,

SPL's = point estimate t I tvj [(10/k (k- 1))) tv[(5/k (k- 1))]

S. Two kinds of simultaneous

All these sets of limits control the average total (= total average) error rate. We

shall label them with the word "severe". If we wish to say slightly less, we can control
the chance of one or more errors, perhaps keeping this chance at 5%. We shall label

this with the word 'tight". Because more than one error will sometimes occur in a

June 11, 1990



exhibit 2

Modified double-open-triangular-arrow (DOTAR) display: triangles show
simultaneous-5% PL's and CL's; doubled bars show individual-5% CL's.

(shapes appropriate for k=2, 5 and 10 candidates and 10 degrees of freedom, and for
k- 10, 20, 50 and 100 candidates with 100 degrees of freedom)

ka 100

&=so
4. LW 10

A=20 e- simultaneous CL
simultaneous PL

k-10

2- 
- individual CL

0-

-4

3067 1006f

NOTE: Intrusion of the long doubled bar on the trin;le i nly otcures for 15 4.
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given study, the total average exception rate for a tight simultaneous procedure will be some-

what greater than 5%. Compared to the large effect of choosing between "simultqneous" and

"individual", the effect of zhoosing between "severe" (e.g. Bonferroni) and "tight" is not too

important.

Some sources refer to severe as "per batch" for SCL's and "per family" for SPL's; the

same sources are likely to use "batchwise" for tight SCL's and "familywise" for tight SPL, or

to call the use of the Studentized r-.nge (= 2*SPL) an "allowance".

Tight SCLs call for percentage points of the Studentized maximum modulus distribution

(which is reasonably well tabulated, cp Nemenyi 1953, Pillai and Ramachandram 1954, for

k < 20). Tight SPL's call for percentage points of the Studentized-range distribution (which is

well tabulated, Harte. 1969), for k _ 400; less completely but more widely available in Harter

1961 or Miller 1981).

So long as what has been done is made clear, for SCL's or SPL's, choice between

severe" and "tight" can probzbl: be safely left to individual judgment.

6. Tables for 95% severe simultaneoL- confidence

For a mixture of gaining some convenience in use and gaining some insight into how

severe SPL's and SCL's compare quantitatively, exhibits 3 to 5 give values of

t, [(2.5%/k ))]

and

t, [5%1k(k-1)] / 12

for chosen values of v/k (for starting with 1, 1.5, 2, 3 ..... for k _5 100, but confined to

v/k = I or -c for k > 100. This form of tabulation:

* lf'Ps to rather slowly changing values - - so "eye interpolation" gives enough

accuracy for most practice,

* is specially convenient for balanced one-way data, where v/k is an integer,

usually small,

• is apt for interpolation for most other cases (cases with v < k deserve special

- - and skeptical - - consideration anyway).

exhibit 3 to 5

about here

For small values of k, cases with n an integer multiple cf k-1 (and not k) are rather fre-

quent (e.g. simple two-way tables), accordingly exhibit 6 offers similar tabulations for this

case.

June 11, 1990
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exhibit 3

Coefficients (to multiply individual standard errors)
for severe simultaneous-5% SCL's and SPL's

PART 1: 1 <k :5 9, and v/A = 1, (1.2, 1.5, 2), 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, -; upper values
for SCL's, lower values for SPL's; interpolate for v/k linearly in 24k/v

k v/k=l v/k=1.2 v/k=1.5 v/k=2 vlk=3 v/k=4 v/k=6 vlk=8 v/k=12 v/k=24 vlk=-

1 T± 12.71 ±4.10 ±3.18 ±2.77 ±2.45 ±2.31 ±Z18 ±2.06

2 ±62.1 ±5.19 ±4 18 ±.3.50 ±2.97 ±2.75 ±2.56 ±2.47 ±2.39 ±231 _2.24

±304 ±2.25 ±1.96 ±1.73 ±1.63 ±1-54 ±1.50 ±1.46 ±1.42 ±1.39

3 -4 86 ±4.26 (±.3.72) ±3.29 :293 ±278 ±2.64 ±.2.57 ±2.51 ±2 45 ±2.39
±3 43 ±232 ±.2 07 ±1.99 ±1.89 ±1.83 ±1.78 ±1.73 ±1.69

4 ±431 ±3.89 :t3.52 ±321 ±2-93 ±2.81 ±270 t2.65 ±2.60 ±2.55 ±2.50
:t_3 43 ±2.73 ±2. 42 ±2.23 ±2.13 ±2.03 ±1.99 ±1.95 ±1.91 ±1,87

5 4 03 ± 3'1 ±3 1' ±2 95 ±2.85 ±275 t2.70 ±2.66 ±262 .2..57

3 38 ±2.53 =232 ±2.23 ± 2.14 12.10 ± .2.06 ±2 02 ±1.98

6 ±3 86 ±3 60 ±336 ±3.15 ±_2.96 ±-.88 ±2.79 ±2.75 ±2"71 ±2.68 ±2 64

=3.32 12.80 ±.258 ±_2 39 ±2.30 ±2.22 ±2.18 ±2.15 +_I.11 _.08

S 3 '5 ±3 63 ±3 15 .98 ±2 90 ±283 ±: 79 .-± 76 +2.72 ±2.69
=3 28 ±2.62 ±244 ±2.36 ±2.29 ±2.26 ±12.22 : 2.18 ±2.15

8 ±368 ±3 48 ±.3.31 ±3.15 ±3 00 ±2.293 ±286 ±2.83 ±.2 80 ±2.76 ±273

±3.24 ±2.83 ±64 _2-49 ±241 ±2.34 +.31 ±2.27 ±2.24 ±2.21

9 ±3.62 3 45 ±3 15 ±3.01 ±2 95 ±2..90 ±2.86 ±2.83 ±2 80 ±2.77
'0 22 ±267 ±252 ±2.45 ±2.38 t2.35 ±2.32 ±:2.29 ±2.26

(24k v = (24, (20) (16) (12) (8) (6) (4) (3) (2) (1) (0)
[6k v] 161 [5] 14] [3] [21 [M1 [01

NOTES Values are based on Bonerroni - - weakernmn of excqion coaunng to 'presence" vs 'absence"
rates nzead of "per- " error rates would shortne nervals somewhat

Upper values are one-sided (2.5k )% poins of Staet's t on v degrees of freedom

Lower values we one-sided (5/k(k-1))% poinu of tt1;2.

SP coefficienu are for equal variance; a 2% incease m nthem ven varinmc ratios up to
about 3 to 1. for larger ruos or guaanteed comservausm, see exhibit 14.
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exhibit 4

Crfcicnu (to multiply individual standard errors)
for severe simultaneoua-5% SCL's and SPL's

PART 2: k = 10. 20, 40, 80. 100, aid v/k = 1, 1.5. 2. 3, 4, 6, 12, and a*; upper values
for SCLs, lower values for ICLs; interpolate for k linearly in log k. for V/k
linearly in 24k/v. or in 12k/v, or in 6k/v.

k log k v/k=l v/k=1.2 v /k=1.5 v/k=2 v/k=3 vfk=6 v/km

10 1.00 ±3.58 ±3.43 ±3.29 ±3.15 ±3.03 ±2.91 ±2.81
±3.19 ±3.01 ±2.84 ±2.69 ±2.55 ±2.42 ±2.31

20 1.30 ±3.45 :3.38 ±3.30 ±3.23 ±3.16 ±3.09 ±3.02
±3.13 ±3.02 ±2.92 ±2.83 ±2.74 ±2.66 ±2.58

40 1.60 ±3.47 ±3.43 ±3.39 ±3.35 ±3.31 ±3.27 ±3.22
±3.16 ±3.10 ±3.04 ±2.98 ±2.93 ±2 88 ±2.83

80 1.90 ±3.56 ±3.54 ±3.51 ±3.49 ±3.47 ±3.44 ±3.42
±3.25 ±3.22 ±3.18 ±3.15 ±3.12 ±3.08 ±3.05

100 2.00 ±3.60 ±3.58 ±3.56 ±3.54 +3.52 ±3.50 ±3.48
t3.29 ±3.26 ±3.23 ±3.21 ±3.18 ±3.15 ±3.12

(6k/v) [6] [5] 14] [3] [2] [D] 10]

NOTES: Values are based on Bonferroni - - weakening of exception counting to "presence" vs

"absence" would shorten intervals somewhat

Upper values are one-sided (2.5/k )% of Student's z on v degrees of freedom

Lower values are one-sided (5/k(k-1))% points of t,/'42.

SP coefficients are for equal variance; a 2% increase in them covers variance ratios up
to about 3 to 1; for larger ratios or guarmteed conservatism, see exhibit 14.
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exhibit 5

Coefficients (to multiply individual standard errors)
for severe simultaneous-5% SCL's and SPL's

PART 3: k = 100. 200. 400, 800, 1000, 10e, 10, 106 (109, 1012) and v/k = 1, and -; upper
values for SCL's; lower values for SPL's; interpolate for v/k linearly in k/v.

k v/k=1 v /k=.

100 ±3.60 13.48

±3.29 ±3.12

200 ±3.73 ±3.66
±3.43 ±3.33

400 ±3.87 ±3.84
±3.58 ±3.52

800 ±4.02 ±4.00
±3.74 13.71

1000 ±4.07 ±4.06
±3.79 ±3.77

104 ±4.57 ±L4.56
±4.32 ±4.32

105 ±5.03 15.03
±4.81 ±4.81

106 ±5.45 ±5.45
±5.26 ±5.26

(109) (±6.57) (±6.57)

(±6.43) (±6.43)

(102) (±7.53) (7.53)
(±7.41) (±7.41)

[k/v = ] [1] [01

Notes: Values we based on Bonferroni - - weakening of exception counting to "presence" vs
"absence" would shorten intervals somewhat.

Upper values are one sided (2.5/k )% points of Student's t on V degrees of freedom

Lower values are one-sided (5 /k (k-1))% points of tv/-2.

SP coefficients ae for equal variance; a 2% increase in then covers variance ratios up to
about 3 to I- for larger ratios or guaranteed conservatism, see exhibit 14.
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exhibit 6

about here

7. Relation of SPL to SCL

There are two or three natural ways to compare SCL's with the corresponding SPL's.

These include the ratio of interval lengths, SPL/SCL, and the P-value obtained when the

corresponding SCL is used as if it were an SPL. The numbers are sketched in exhibits 7 and

8, respectively.

exhibits 7 and 8

about here

The way we look makes a considerable difference. Table 7 shows ratios mainly above

.8, and increasing as we move to large k. Table 8 shows P-values mostly less than 1%
(where the nominal was 5%) and decreasing as either k or v/k grows, with 0.5% reached for

v/k large. This latter comparison is clearly more meaningful. We need to be careful about the

distinction between SCL's and SPL's.

8. Tables for other %

If we replace 95% by Q%, hence 5% by (100-Q)%, the formulas become

Q% severe SCL at ±t[(l0O)-Q)/2k%]*s

Q% severe SPL at ±t, [(l00-Q)/k(k-1)] *s / l

Notice here that these results are well defined when Q is zero or even negative. Tables 9, 10

and 11 outline the behavior for

Q% = 50% (when we expect an average of one exception for every two batches or families)

Q% = 0% (when we expect an average of one for one)

Q% = -100% (when we expect an average of two for one)

The one numerically interesting fact about these tables is that SPL's do, in a few instances, get

somewhat larger than the corresponding SCL's. We are so far from the tails that the argument
toward the close of the introduction fails.

exhibits 9 to 11

about here

June 11, 1990
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exhibit 6

Critical values (to multiply individual standard errors)
for severe simultaneous-5% SCL's and SPL's

Special case: k =1, 2.... 10, vI(k-1) = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, -; upper values
are for SCL's; lower values for SPL's; do not interpolate here, unless
v is a convenient multiple of k-' ",iterpolate instead in exhibit 3
(in exhibit 4 for ka10 2)

P v/k =1 v//k=*2 v/k'=3 v/k*=4 v/k=6 v/k*=8 v/k=12 v/k*=24 v/k*=m k"=k-I

2 ±12.71 ±4.30 ±3.18 ±2.77 ±.,45 ±2.31 2. 18 ±206 ±1.96 1

±8.98 ±3.04 ±2-25 ±1.96 ±1.73 ±1.63 ±1.54 ±1.45 ±1.39

3 -6.21 ±3.50 ±1297 ±2.75 ±2.56 ±2.47 ±2.39 ±2.31 ±2.24 2

±5.41 ±2.80 ±2.32 ±2,13 ±1.97 ±1.89 ±1.82 ±1.75 ±1.69

4 ±4.96 ±3.29 ±2.93 ±2.78 ±2.64 ±2.57 ±2.51 ±2.45 ±2.39 3

±4.41 ±2.73 ±2.39 ±2.23 ±-2.09 ±2.03 ±1.97 ±1-92 ±1.87

5 ±4.31 ±3.21 ±2.93 ±2.81 :2.70 ±2.65 ±2.60 ±.2.55 t2.50 4

±3.96 ±2.71 ±2.42 ±2.30 ±2.19 ±2.13 ±2.08 ±2.03 ±1.98

6 ±4.03 ±3.17 ±2.95 ±2.85 :t2.75 ±2.70 ±2.66 2. 62 :.2.57 S
±3.71 t2.70 ±2-46 ±236 ±2.25 ±2.21 ±2.16 :t2.12 t2.08

7 ±3.86 ±3.15 ±2.96 ±2.88 ±2.79 ±.2.75 ±2.71 t2.68 :2,64 6

±3.,56 ±2.71 ±2.50 ±2.40 ±2.31 :L2.27 12.23 t2.19 ±+. 215

8 ±3.75 .3.15 t2.98 ±2.90 ±2.83 ±2.79 ±2.76 t2.72 ±2.69 7

±3.45 ±2.72 t2.53 ±2.44 ±2.36 ±2.32 ±2.28 ±2,24 ±2Z21

9 ±3.68 t3.15 ±3.00 ±2.93 ±2.86 ±2.83 :.2.10 ±2.76 :2.73 8

±3.38 ±2.73 ±2.56 ±2.48 ±2.40 ±2.36 .2.33 ±2.29 ±2.26

10 ±3.62 :±3.15 ±3.01 ±2,95 ±2.89 t2.86 :a283 ±2.80 ±2.77 9
±3.33 t2.74 ±2.58 t2.51 ±2.44 ±2.40 ±2.37 ±2.34 *±.31

24k'/v 24 12 8 6 4 3 2 1 0

NOTES: Values am based an Bonfertmoi - - weakening of excqvdoe counting to 'pres ce' vs absence
would shonen intervals somewhat.

Upper values are one tided (2.5 k)% of Sudent's I an V degfees o freadom

Lower values ar ore-sided(5/k(k-l))% poinms of 1,I/0.

SP coefficients am for equal variances; a 2% iacease in them covers variance rto& up to
about 3 to 1. for hler raio or guaranteed oonservatim, ee exhibit 14.
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exhibit 7

Ratio of (severe) 95% SPL to (Severe) 95% SCL

k v/k=1 vlk=2 v/k=aa

2 .49 .56 .62
3 .71 .7 1 .71
4 .80 .77 .75
5 .84 .80 .77

10 .89 .85 .82
20 .91 .88 .85
40 .91 .89 .88

100 .91 .91 .90
1000 .93 .93 .93

10000 .95 .95 .95

NOTE: Ratio of IPL to ICL is always 0.707.

Ratios above are for the equal-variance case.
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exhibit 8

Percentage levels (tail areas) obtained by using 5% severe SCL's as severe SPL's

k v/k =1 v/k=2 v/k=3 v/k=6 v/k=,,

3 1.89% 1.05% .75% .46% .22%
4 2.20% 1.14% .82% .50% .24%

6 2.36% 1.18% .83% .53% .28%
10 2.20% 1.09% .78% .54% .32%

20 1.78% .88% .67% .50% .37%
40 1.24% .72% .59% .48% .41%

100 .83% .60% .54% .48% .43%

200 .68% .56% .53% .49% .45%
400 .62% .53% .50% .47% .45%

1000 .57% .52% .51% .49% .47%

NOTE: Tail areas above are for the equal-variance case.
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exhibit 9

Coefficients for severe 50% SPL's (lower entries) and SCL's (upper entries)

k logk v/k =1 v/k =1.5 v/k =3 v/k

2 .30 1.60 1.42 1.27 1.15
0.58 0.54 .51 0.48

3 .48 1.82 (1.66) 1.50 1.38
1.29 (1.17) 1.06 0.98

4 .60 1.94 1.78 1.65 1.53
1.62 1.47 1.34 1.22

5 .70 2.01 (1.88) 1.75 1.64
1.82 (1.65) 1.51 1.39

6 .84 2.07 1.95 1.83 1.73
1.94 1.77 1.63 1.50

8 .90 2.16 2.05 1.95 1.86
2.10 1.94 1.80 1.67

10 1.00 2.23 2.13 2.04 1.96
2.20 2.04 1.91 1.80

20 1.30 2.42 2.36 2.30 2.24
2.43 2.32 2.22 2.13

40 1.60 2.62 2.58 2.54 2.50
2.62 2.55 2.48 2.41

80 1.90 2.81 2.78 2.76 2.73
2.80 2.76 2.71 2.67

125 2.10 2.93 2.91 2.90 2.88
2.92 2.89 2.86 2.83

200 2.30 3.06 3.05 3.04 3.02
3.05 3.03 3.00 2.98

400 2.60 3.25 3.23
3.24 3.19

800 2.90 3.43 3.42
3.42 3.40

1250 3.10 3.55 3.54
3.54 3.52

2000 3.30 3.67 3.66
3.66 3.65

NOTE: Upper values are one-sided t, (25%/k]

Lower values are tv[50%lk(k-l)]/4

SP coefficients are for equal variance; a 2% increase in them covers
variance ratios up to about 3 to 1; for larger ratios or guaranteed
consideration, see exhibit 14.
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exhibit 10

Coefficients for severe "0%" SCL's (upper entries) and SPL's (lower entires)
(average of one exception per batch or family)

k vk =1 v/k=1.5 v/k =3 vlk oe

2 .82 .76 .72 .67
.00 .00 .00 .00

3 1.15 _ .97
.81 - _ .68

4 1.34 - _ 1.15
1.19 - .98

5 1.48 (1.41 1.34 1.28
1.43 (1.33) 1.24 1.16

6 1.57 - - 2.29
1.46 - - 1.30

8 1.71 - 1.53
1.78 - _ 1.48

10 1.81 1.75 1.70 1.64
1.91 1.80 1.71 1.62

20 2.09 2.04 2.00 1.96
2.21 2.13 2.05 1.97

40 2.32 - - 2.29
2.45 - _ 2.28

80 2.56 - _ 2.50
2.66 - _ 2.55

125 2.70 _ 2.65
2.79 _ 2.70

200 2.84 2.83 2.82 2.81
2.93 2.91 2.89 2.97

[3kvJ (3j (21 [1] [01
[kiv) [1) [0]

Upper lines: SCL = one-sided 50%/k point of t,

Lower lines: SPL = one-sided 100%/k(k-1) point of t, divided by N'T

SP coefficients are for equal variance; a 2% increase in them covers
variance ratios up to about 3 to 1; for larger ratios or guaranteed conservatism,
see exhibit 14.
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exhibit II

Coefficients for severe "minus 100%" SCL's (upper entries) and SPL's (lower entries)

(average of two exceptions per batch or family)

k v/k =1 v/k =2 v/k =

2 .00 .00 .99

3 .47 .45 .43
.34 .32 .30

4 .74 _ -.67
.78 - -

5 .92 .88 .84
1.04 .97 .91

6 _ .97
_ _ 1.06

8 _ _ 1.15
_ - 1.27

10 1.37 1.13 1.28
1.62 1.52 1.42

20 1.72 1.68 1.64
2.00 1.90 1.81

40 2.02 1.99 1.96
2.28 2.20 2.13

80 2.28 _ -
2.52 -

125 2.44 -

2.66 -

200 2.60 2.59 2.58
2.81 2.78 2.75

Upper values are one-sided [100%/k] points of t,

Lower values are [200%/k (k-I)] points of t,/"

SP coefficients are for equal variance; a 2% increase in them covers variance ratios

up to about 3 to 1; for larger ratios or guaranteed conservatism, see exhibit 14.
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9. Tight simultaneous limits

As remarked generally above, tight 5% SPL's, which guarantee any exceptional com-

parisons in at most an average of once in 20 applications, are calculated as

(tight) 5% SPL = -qv(k5%)*s v2

where q , is the distribution of the Studentized range of k observations where the Studentiza-

tion is by s,, which is on v (Gaussian) degrees of freedom.

We have already given tables for severe 5% SPL's. Thus it seems reasonable to now

tabulate the difference

coefficient of s, in a severe 5% SPL - coefficient of sv in a tight 5% SPL

as in exhibit 12.

exhibit 12

about here

The values of these differences are not all very small, especially for v/k small. On the

other hand, for v/k > 3; or k 2:1.5; and v/k = 2, we have

.07 -< difference _ .17

so that, in this range of vk, diversity of values is relatively small - - with a difference of .12

as a simple rough approximation.

If we want a closer approximation, .08 + .084k/v 37 is good to ±0.03 except for 8 entries

with both k and v/k small, as indicated on the exhibit.

The corresponding relations for SCL's involve

("tight") 5% SCL = I m{ .o5

- the upper 5% of the Studentized

maximum modulus for k candidates

and v degrees of freedom.

Again, it seems helpful to tabulate the corresponding difference, as in exhibit 13.

exhibit 13

about here

June 11. 1990
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exhibit 12

Coefficient of severe 5% SPL MINUS coefficient of tight 5% SPL

A) Differences of coefficients

k v/k =1 vlk =1.2 v/k =1.5 v/k =2 v/k =3 v/k =6 v/k =0

2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
3 .47 (.35) (.23) .15 .10 .09 .03
4 .55 (.40) .28 .20 .13 .08 .05
5 .54 .40 (.30) .20 .14 .09 .05

6 .51 (.35) .29 .20 .14 .09 .06
8 .44 (.35) .27 .19 .15 .10 .07

10 .39 .31 .24 .19 .14 .10 .07
15 .32 .26 .21 .17 .13 .10 .07
20 .27 .22 .18 .15 .12 .10 .07

30 .22 .20 .16 .14 .12 .09
40 .19 .17 .14 .12 .11 .09 .08
70 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .09 .08

100 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .09 .08

[6k/v] [6] [5] [4] [31 [2] [1] 10]

NOTES: Interpolate linearly in 6k/v, and linearly in logk
Errors of ± .01 or ± .02 are not unlikely.

Values given are for equal variances; a 2% increase in the resulting narrow
SP coefficients covers variance ratios up to about 3 to 1; for larger ratios or
guaranteed conservatism, see exhibit 14.

Entries well approximated by .08 + .057(6k/v)32 /k m .08+ .084k/v32

B) Above differences MINUS .08 + .084k / v 2 (values not given are .00 or ± .01)

k v/k =1 v/k =1.2 v/k =1.5 v/k =2 v/k =3 v/k =6 v/k =w

3 -. 12 -. 10 -. 07 -. 02 -. 05
4 .03 -. 03 -. 03 -. 03 -. 03 -. 03
5 .06 .04 -. 02 -. 03
6 .09 .02 .- .02
8 .06 .03

10 .05 .03 .02
15 .02 .02 .02
20 .02
30
40 -. 02
70 -. 04 -. 03
100 -. 03 -. 02
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exhibit 13

Coefficient of severe 5% SCL MINUS coefficient of tight 5% SCL

A) Differences themselves

k v/k =1 v/k =1.2 v/k =1.5 v/k =2 v/k =3 v/k =6 v/k =*

2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '00
3 .70 (.34) .20 .08 .04 .02 .00
4 .37 .22 .12 .07 .04 .02 .01
5 .25 .15 .10 .07 .04 .02 .01

6 .18 .14 .09 .06 .03 .02 .01
7 .15 .12 .08 .08 .03 .02 .01
8 .14 .10 .07 .05 .03 .02 .01

9 .13 .10 .07 .05 .03 .02 .01
10 .11 .08 .06 .03 .02 .01 .01

15 .05 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01
20 .05 .04 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01

> 20 I/k .8/k .61k .4/k .21k .1/k .01

[6k /v] [6] [5) [4] [3] [2] [1] (0]

NOTES Interpolate in 6k /v
Errors of ± .01 or ± .02 are not unlikely.

Well approximated by .095(6k / v)113k = .109k 113/v13 = .109(k / v)"1 3

B) Above differences MINUS .109k V 3/v413

k v/k =1 v/k %1.2 v/k =1.5 v/k =2 v/k =3 v/k =6 v/k =.

3 .35 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04
4 .11 -. 01 -. 03 -. 01 -. 02
5 .04 -. 01 -. 02 .00 -. 01

Remaining differences MINUS .109k 13//v 40 3 are .00 or ± .01
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Now we see that, so long as v/k 2 2 (v/k 2 1.5 for k 2! 5) we will have

.00 < difference 5 .10

Thus ,_he difference between "severe" and "tight" is typically even smaller for SCL's than for

SPL-s.

If we want a closer proximation, .109k1r3/v4"3 is good to ±0.01 except for small k

combined with small v/k.

10. Equal or unequal variances

Throughout, SP coefficients have been defined and tabulated for the case of equal vari-
ance. If variances associated with the k candidates differ substantial]-,,, small increases in the

SP coefficients are needed. This is because the standard error of a difference is proportional to

the square root of the sum of squares of the standard errors concerned rather than to their sum.

Exhibit 14 shows the ratios of increase needed (a) for conservatism, and (b) for roughly main-

taining the simultaneous exception rates in an average situation.

exhibit 14

about here

If one difference, or a few differences, are of special Lrnportance, we may use the exact

factor

N-2(T+ ratio)

I + '1 -ratior

whe:e "ratio" is the ratio of variances, to correct the sum of the two raw SPL's.

11. Severe or tight

Severe (= Bonferroni) limits are considered here as precise answers to a different, mon.

challenging, question, rather than as approximations to, or outer bounds for, the tight

(= Studentized range) limits. (If a rough approxirnation to the tight limits is required, subtract-

ing 0.12 from the SCL coefficient or 0.05 from the SPL coefficient will of tn be good enough.)

The scvere limits, because they involve only the distribution of Student's t, which is now

widely available on computers and sophisticated hand-held calculators alike, are available for

any combination of parameters we may desire. The tight SPL limits, using the Studentized
range distribution ae not as available, though tables let us cover k 5 100 as needed. The tight

SCL limits, using the Studentized maximum modulus distribution, are still less available, with

only limited tables (,Nemenyi 1953, Pillai and Ramachandram 1954) visible.

June 11, 1990
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exhibit 14

Adjustment factors for SP coefficients
to allow for unequal variance

Ratio of Factor for Factor to preserve

variances conservatism* exception rates**

2 1 1.015 1.008

3 : 1 1.035 1.018

4 :1 1.054 1.024

5 :1 1.071 1.036

6 :1 1.085 1.042

7 1 1.094 1.047

8: 1 1.108 1.054

9 :1 1.118 1.059

10 : 1 1.127 1.064

-Required for k = 2

**Convenient approximation, based on a number of spot checks

If a few variances are unusually large, a simple, conservative approach is to use

SCL's as SPL's for those candidates and select a factor for the other SPL's based

on the extreme ratio of the rcn'aing variances.
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Standardization on severe limits thus seems a desirable choice, with a caveat that

we can shorten the intervals slightly, when desired, by asking less of our intervals and

switching to the tight limits, with the aid of either exhibits 12 and 13 or the "close

approximation" formulas.
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